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Agroecology Ecosystems And Sustainability Advances
Water touches virtually every aspect of human society, and all life on earth requires it. Yet, fresh, clean water is becoming increasingly scarce—one in eight people on the planet lack access to clean ...
Freshwater salt pollution threatens ecosystem and human water security
A California company, Natel Energy, is hard at work developing a low-head, low-impact hydropower approach that addresses one of the leading concerns of new deployment—impacts to natural stream flows.
Rethinking hydropower for energy and environmental sustainability
AFBF’s Market Intel is publishing a five-part series to highlight the opportunities, challenges, policy levers and overall operation of agriculture ecosystem credit markets. This Market Intel article, ...
Sustainability Markets, Part 5: Good Business Practices for Farmers Participating in Agriculture Ecosystem Credit Markets
As the United Nations Decade on Ocean Science for Sustainable Development begins, this paper explores recent and likely future digital technologies - especially in the field of ocean observation - ...
A new era of digitalisation for ocean sustainability?
Thanks to Green Mountain Energy Sun Club, the holistic garden at Rice University flips the switch on a new off-grid solar solution, greenhouse, rainwater collection system and more ...
Rice University's Betty and Jacob Friedman Holistic Garden Blossoms With Sustainability and Solar Upgrades
Performing Carriers, Brokers and 3PLs Are Now Highlighted for Sustainability Leadership with New SmartWay Indicator ...
FourKites' Q1 2021 Premier Carrier List Advances Supply Chain Sustainability Initiatives
Mastery of fire has given humans dominance over the natural world. A Yale-led study – with contributions from a Baylor University paleoclimatologist – provides the earliest evidence to date of ancient ...
Study Offers Earliest Evidence of Humans Changing Ecosystems with Fire
Illinois’ climate is swiftly changing, becoming warmer and wetter and signaling long-term shifts that could push people, cities and ecosystems to the brink. If the planet fails to curb greenhouse ...
Agriculture, human health and ecosystems at risk as Illinois’ climate is quickly changing, report shows
Glyphosate-based herbicides (GBHs) are incompatible with sustainable agriculture goals, according to a recent scientific literature analysis by scientists at Tufts University, Massachusetts.
Glyphosate-Based Herbicides and Sustainable Agriculture Do Not Mix!
The footwear brand works closely and directly with its team of suppliers in Brazil, and has begun offering a repair service, setting it apart from its peers.
Inside Veja's direct supplier model and repairs push
Newell Brands Inc. (NASDAQ:NWL), a leading global consumer goods company, will partner with the Arbor Day Foundation to help recover several forested lands across the country which have been ...
Newell Brands Advances Commitment to Sustainability Through Partnership With the Arbor Day Foundation
Socially just policies aimed at limiting the Earth's human population hold tremendous potential for advancing equity while simultaneously helping to mitigate the effects of climate change, Oregon ...
Socially just population policies can mitigate climate change and advance global equity
AltaSea at the Port of Los Angeles, in collaboration with Cal State Northridge’s (CSUN) Institute for Sustainability and The Los Angeles Coalition for ...
AltaSea and Cal State University, Northridge To Hold Inaugural Webinar Series Focused on Aquaculture for the Economy and Ecosystem
Energy companies must engage with all stakeholders so everyone in community enjoys productive outcome, Joe Hamrock of NiSource writes.
Op-ed: We must create an affordable, reliable and sustainable energy supply
BIPOC business owners are extremely underrepresented in our state, and these businesses often lack the visibility and access to financial services that white-owned business owners take for granted.
Advance racial and economic justice by supporting BIPOC-owned businesses
The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) will join hands with industry partners under two separate agreements signed today to advance decarbonisation efforts in the maritime industry. Mr ...
MPA Inks Collaborations with Partners to Advance Decarbonisation Efforts in Maritime Industry
Alternet Systems is engaged in the development of an Electric Vehicle Ecosystem intended to facilitate a perpetual cycle of research and production for electric powered transportation technology to ...
ALYI Releases Electric Vehicle Ecosystem Progress Review With Cryptocurrency And Conventional Financing Updates
Canadian communities will have access to TELUS' blazing fast 5G network by end of year, covering more than 70% of Canada's population, and providing speeds up ...
TELUS investing in new technology and infrastructure and creating 38,000 jobs across Canada to help make the future friendly for Canadians
Thomas, as Senior Vice President, Sustainability & Alternative Energy. In this newly created position, Mr. Thomas will lead the transformative efforts of eTA, leveraging his expertise and industry ...
TravelCenters of America Enhances Commitment to Sustainability and Alternative Energy
Drivers of freshwater salt pollution such as de-icers on roads and parking lots, water softeners, and wastewater and industrial discharges further threaten freshwater ecosystem health and human water ...
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